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Digital
Transformation is
no longer an option
“The Digital revolution has just begun and is going to affect our personal
behaviours and our way of doing business.
Within 10 years, every business will be digitalized and interconnected
with the rest of the world, current barriers will be demolished, making
the future companies osmotically porous and dynamic.
We will see the birth of a new cognitive society, and the culture of
exploration will gradually replace the myth of continuous efficiency.
In this Insight magazine we have the chance to listen to the voice of four
inspirational Digital leaders that already live with their minds in the future.”
Stefano Brandinali
Chief Digital Officer Prysmian Group

As we move into the 2020s, all companies are technology companies
now. Digital transformation is essential. To truly capture a
competitive advantage, organizations must go beyond off-the-shelf
applications to develop their own proprietary digital capabilities.

Continue reading on the following pages
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During the pandemic emergency
the case for digital transformation
has never been more urgent.

A

s we navigate the response, recovery and the reimagine
phases, technology is more important than ever. For any
organization to succeed in this uncharted time, it will need
to empower employees, develop a new culture of hybrid work, engage
customers in new ways, intelligently and virtually, transform products
and services with new business models, and optimize operations to
keep customers and employees safe and secure. Companies also need
to make data flow seamlessly across different systems in order to be
able to make rapid decisions and react to the new changing world.
We call this tech intensity and it's key to business resilience as well
as transformation.

Silvia Candiani
CEO of Microsoft Italy

TAKING DIGITAL
TRANSFORMATION
TO THE NEXT LEVEL
WITH "TECH INTENSITY"
Recently, our CEO Satya Nadella started the call for the quarterly
earnings report of Microsoft to Wall Street saying:

“We’ve seen two years’ worth of digital
transformation in two months. From remote
teamwork and learning, to sales and customer
service, to critical cloud infrastructure and
security—we are working alongside customers
every day to help them adapt and stay open for
business in a world of remote everything”.
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Tech intensity envisions three elements, that I see strongly
aligned with Prysmian’s values:
\ First, how companies adopt the latest technology and
integrate it into their organization, with a strong DRIVE to
achieve business results.
\ Second, how companies build their own unique digital
capability, in a SIMPLE AND EFFECTIVE way.
Since today “every company is a digital company”, each
organization needs to build a culture where all people are
part of the innovation process and are able to learn how to
reimagine the business and process with digital innovation.
\ Lastly – but not least – trust: both TRUST in technology,
and trust in business model alignment. No customer wants
to depend on a provider that sells them technology on one
end and then competes with them on the other.

There are many challenges that businesses
face when they want to embrace tech intensity.
Interestingly, the root cause of many of the
challenges customers face most is also the
potential solution – data. Data is generated by
virtually limitless sources, and the pace of data
growth is only increasing: IDC estimates that by
2025 the world's data will grow to 175 zettabytes
- 175 trillion gigabytes. That is also a 9% increase
over the same prediction a year ago. When it comes
to generating data, we're outpacing even our own
expectations. With all of this data, the challenge
organizations face is not just how to deal with the
volume - it's also finding ways to generate new
customer value leveraging that data. That's how
organizations become industry leaders.
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From my perspective, based on Microsoft’s own digital transformation
journey and on what we are observing in the market today, there are
also three other areas to consider to become a future-ready organization
with digital:
To reduce time-to-market of
digital transformation projects,
today cloud platforms offer
a solid foundation to build
on solutions that respond to
business needs. Microsoft’s holistic cloud platform spans application
infrastructure, data & AI, developer tools and services, security &
compliance, business process, productivity, and collaboration. It is the
interconnected nature of our cohesive platform and its experiences
which enables customers to achieve the key outcomes that make their
organization fire on all cylinders accordingly: empowering employees
with connected collaboration, engaging customers with connected
experience, transforming products with connected innovation and
optimizing operations with connected insights.

1. CLOUD PLATFORM
AND ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE

Cybersecurity is the central challenge of the
digital age, especially now that the world
counts on technology even more. Without it, the most basic human
rights like privacy cannot exist. Every day, organizations take precious
time and resources away from their core business mission to defend
themselves against and recover from cyberattacks. They operate dozens
of complex disconnected tools, yet the gaps between those tools remain
and threats get through. Their security teams struggle to keep up, and
skilled expertise is scarce. We are uniquely positioned to help, and today
we’re empowering IT to unlock the security capabilities of the cloud to
tip the scales in the cyber war to protect companies and citizens.

THE PLAN

Increasingly, one of the key steps needed
to foster a safe and successful economic
recovery is expanded access to the digital
skills needed to fill new jobs. And one of
the keys to a genuinely inclusive recovery are programs to provide easier
access to digital skills for people hardest hit by job losses, including
those with lower incomes, women, and unserved communities. To
help address this need, we’re deeply committed with global and local
partners to skills initiatives aimed at bringing more digital skills to
millions of people worldwide. Our vision for skills extends beyond
these immediate steps for job seekers. Employees will also need to skill
and reskill through their careers, and we want to make it easier for
employers to help. Our vision is a connected “system of learning” that
helps empower everyone to pursue lifelong learning.

will create new
opportunities by
empowering people
and organizations
and supporting
economic growth

2. SECURITY

3. SKILLING
& RESKILLING
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Recently, we have announced a $1.5 billion, five-year investment plan
for Italy, marking a significant commitment to support local innovation
and growth, including the intent to bring Microsoft’s first regional data
center to the country.

Microsoft has been carbon neutral across the world
since 2012 and commits to being carbon negative by
2030. Our goal is to promote sustainable development
and low-carbon business practices globally through
our sustainable business practices
and cloud-enabled technologies, and
I see this as another great example of
values alignment between Microsoft
five-year investment
and Prysmian.
announced

$1.5 BN

The plan “Ambizione Italia #DigitalRestart” builds on the
strategic initiative “Ambizione Italia” launched in 2018 and
will create new opportunities by empowering people and
organizations and supporting economic growth. Microsoft
will deliver access to local cloud services, launch digital
skilling and smart-working programs, accelerate business restarts by
providing access to AI Hubs and programs for SMBs, as well as support
the country by launching a Sustainability Alliance. Sustainability is one
of Microsoft's main commitments for a better future, in Italy and across
the world, as technology can help accelerating global progress towards a
more sustainable future.

We believe technology can and should be a force
for good, which is why we aspire for meaningful
innovation rather than innovation for innovation’s
sake—because the roots of great innovation are
never just in the technology itself, but in what that
innovation enables people to achieve.
SILVIA CANDIANI
CEO of Microsoft Italy
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T

wo trends are reshaping the energy sector:
de-carbonization and digitalization. The
first one we hear a lot about, because the
effects of global warming are clearly visible. The
digitalization trend may be less evident, but it is
crucial in helping energy company Eni achieve its
energy transition in three ways, explains Dario
Pagani, Eni EVP for Global Digital and IT.

Eni is playing a leading role in the
energy transition, or move from
fossing fuels to low carbon energy
sources.
This switch is crucial to slow the process of global
warming which is upsetting the planet’s ecological
balance and disrupting economic models around
the globe. The EU has pledged to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions by at least 40% by 2030 compared
to 1990, but Eurostat said this summer it was not

HOW ENERGY IS
USING DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY
AS A KEY DRIVER OF ITS
ENERGY TRANSITION
What the energy major
is doing in the digital space
to enable its transformation
from fossil fuels to low
carbon energy sources.
A robust technology
infrastructure is key.
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“If I am able to design and realize a project virtually
before I do it physically, I am de-risking my project,”
he explains. “Today we are starting to the ability
with IoT and sensors to have a lot of data, and use
calculations to model using AI, image recognition,
or machine learning,
that enable us to derisk our industrial
sector. Or to predict
its behaviour.”

TECHNOLOGY
MAKES THE
DIFFERENCE IN
THE ENERGY
TRANSITION

For example, Eni
is
using
digital
technology to create models of carbon capture and
utilisation (CCUS) in a project to capture carbon
dioxide emissions on an industrial scale using our
patents, modelling it digitally. Historically it started
using a digital twin on subsurface simulation for
supporting exploration activities.
This leads to the second way digitalization is
helping Eni’s energy transition by accelerating Eni’s
R&D processes. As a consequence, they can make
informed decisions much more quickly, says Dario.
This is a significant advantage, because the clock is
ticking towards 2030, and companies need to move
quickly.

currently on track to meet this target.
Eni in February 2020 set goals to
progressively expand its installed
renewable energy capacity to over 55 GW
by 2050 and reduce the emissions of its
products by 55% by the same year.
The revamp calls for splitting Eni’s
operations into two new business groups -Energy Evolution and Natural Resources.
Pagani’s role is to support both business
groups in reaching their goals with digital
technology.

ENI GOALS TO ACHIEVE
BY THE YEAR 2050

Expand its installed renewable
energy capacity to

over 55GW
Reduction of the emissions
of Eni products

by 55%

Eni has always seen
technology as a business enabler, says Pagani.
Digital technology is helping Eni with its energy
transition in three main ways.
First, it reduces the business risk involved in the energy transition.
Investments need to be based on the certainty that one energy source
will prevail over others in the medium and long term. This is riskier
than, say, deciding where to drill for a well.
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Lastly, digitalization is helping Eni’s
energy transition by empowering it
to give consumers the tools they need
to improve their energy management
like smart grids and smart building,
cutting consumption. “Digital will
play a strong role in the entire value
chain, as a technological platform,
from
producer
to
consumer”,
says Pagani.

The
digitalization
of
the
energy transmission relies on
communications,
and
therefore
cannot take place without an adequate
infrastructure, he points out. Eni has
invested in a secure infrastructure to
support the digital evolution of its business. Digital
technology and ICT are two sides of the same coin:
one is the enabler of the other.
“The opportunities offered by digitalization cannot
be achieved without a technological infrastructure
that is robust, reliable, resilient and efficient”,
he says.
PRYSMIAN GROUP EDITORIAL STAFF
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By unifying every subsystem,
digital technology has itself become
a single structured organism living
within society.

DIGITAL REVOLUTION:
MISSING IN ACTION
OR MAYBE
JUST A HASHTAG
It is transforming, manipulating and exploiting
society, claiming to solve all mankind’s
problems in order to lead the way to happiness
through omnipresent networks, video
surveillance, biotechnology, nanotechnology
and the now-pervasive artificial intelligence.

W

hat we are witnessing is a form of colonization of the
human imagination by technology, which is effectively
creating digital addiction. This, truth be told, is what is
meant by the term “digital revolution”. Revolution? Today, despite
the proclamations, despite the expansion and standarization of
technology, it would be more accurate to use the term digital
"revolts”. The “digital revolution” currently lives mainly in the pages
of newspapers, in the presentations of software companies that
always claim that businesses that have adopted this “revolutionary”
spirit have gone from teetering on the brink of bankruptcy to being
revenue-generating powerhouses; applications that are constantly
sold and advertised as destined to change forever how we live
in this world.
In any event, this could appear as a revolt. There are a few fundamental
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points of distinction between a revolution and a revolt, but one in
Promises summarized through hashtags. Success
particular makes the difference: nothing needs to be made to last,
boasted about everywhere.
and so everything needs to be done not quickly, but in a hurry.
A revolt is impulse, an impulsive
There is no time, we are all
reaction: it is an attempt to provide a
in a hurry. Presentations
localized response to a need without
have become pitches,
considering the context. It often works which means that you
(regardless of what you are doing?)
very often. It solves a problem, but it is
have to convince me,
not a revolution.
win me over with your
proposal in less than five
It would be fair to speak of "digital
minutes. In a culture
(without it mattering where
revolution pornography". Believing that
of acceleration, we are
this feeling comes from?)
one can learn something by watching a
expected to do more,
pornographic video for a few minutes,
better and for longer,
inevitably achieving poor results. A fivewithout considering the
minute video is enough to become an
content and meaning of
(without considering quality of life
expert in the field! Is this not also the
what we are doing.
in the additional years?)
approach taken by the digital revolution?
Self-realization
has
No thinking, no attempt at learning, just
become an end unto itself
attempts at imitation. We are content
(a revolt, in other words).
with imitation, not even copying. It has worked in some cases and
It is no coincidence that an advertisement for a
so it will also work for me, in my home, at my company, in my
well-known drug (Paxil) sold as the “happiness
community.
pill” claims: "Do more - Feel better - Live longer".

DO MORE

FEEL BETTER

LIVE LONGER
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TERMINOLOGY

Blink
culture
A standardized culture,
born as a consequence to
the digital revolt.
Everything must be
consumed quickly.

And the impacts on our surroundings?
Everyone is an ecologist, only to forget all about it
as soon as we need face masks — we will save
the world later, there is still time.
The digital revolt has standardized what we might term “blink culture”.
Everything must be consumed quickly. There are countless sites where
speeches are limited to 20 minutes, others that offer summaries of
books that condense 200-page tomes into a few lines (truth be told,
they guarantee a maximum of ten pages). Essentially, blink culture has
to do with bullet point culture. Just titles. We rack up bullet points and
likes, pretending they are knowledge, culture and success: blinks.
The consequence: fast food, blitz meetings, short naps and therapy
sessions, speed reading, making money before age 20, etc.

“Short, new and exciting have replaced lengthy,
repeated and reflective” says Eugenio Borgna.
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Is it not perhaps very stressful for sellers (oops, accounts) when their
sales targets increase each year? More and more each year, each year
more and more promises. Productivity has to be increased as much
as possible.
COVID has had the same effect as hiding in a bomb shelter during an
air raid in a war. Once the sirens stopped sounding, people went back
outside to see the ruins left by the bombs. What ruins has COVID left
for us? What do we want to build on these ruins? What is the meaning
of a revolution if everything is handled on the spur of the moment? We
have confused, and continue to confuse, resilience with the concept of
fault tolerance. Antonio Gramsci wrote: "The old world is dying, and
the new world struggles to be born. Now is the time of monsters". True
revolution is achieved with resilience; a revolt is merely fault tolerance.
True resilience is creativity, not stubbornness and imitation, and has
to do with people; fault tolerance is just an annoying breakdown that
needs to be repaired and has to do with machines. The machines are
formatting us. This is what we are destined to witness in the coming
years, and the first step will be when the hashtag “The customer comes
first” finally gives way to “The supplier comes first”. Or, to be more
accurate, when the inseparable
customer-supplier binomial is no
longer the rule. What resources
will be used to stage this pseudorevolution? Once again, it bears
recalling that the Italian word
for “resources” (“risorse”) is
the third person singular of the
remote past tense of the Italian
verb “risorgere” (“to rise again”).
In Italian, the remote past is
used for actions that took place in
the distant past and that no longer have any bearing on the present,
physically or emotionally. This is precisely what is happening: we think
we can colonize the future with resources linked to the past.

“THE OLD WORLD
IS DYING, AND
THE NEW WORLD
STRUGGLES TO BE
BORN. NOW IS THE
TIME OF MONSTERS”

We are adapting our behaviour to machines,
and not vice versa. After all, the revolution will
lead us to wellbeing and success, but how is it
measured?
In the end, what do you have to complain about? It is simple: try
entering the term “rich people” into any search engine and look at the
images (almost all white-skinned), then try “poor people” and again
look at the images (almost all dark-skinned). Is this the revolution? No,
this is the revolt of the satisfied. “Therefore consider carefully how you
listen. Whoever has will be given more; whoever does not have, even
what they think they have will be taken from them”. Luke 8:18. In the
end, one need simply ask: who wins on the motorway? As fast as you
may go, there will always be someone ahead of you and you can never
pass everyone. You can win for a bit, but then you have to understand
when to slow down. Simple!
BEPPE CARRELLA
ICT Disruptive Consultant, partner BCLAB
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KEEPING PRYSMIAN
IN THE LEAD WITH
DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY
Factory machinery that crunches
data to cut waste. Augmented Reality
headsets. Digital assistants. This and
more at the Digital Innovation Lab
Carlotta Dainese
Digital Strategy & Innovation Lab
Director Prysmian Group
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V

oice-activated digital assistants like Siri and Alexa are
making it easier to do all sorts of tasks at home without
lifting a finger. Why not use them in the office?

At Prysmian, 20 managers taking part in a
test project are doing just that. Instead of
asking Siri or Alexa, they ask Crystal. They
can use Prysmian Data Talk, or Pry Talk,
vocally to access real time business data
regarding sales, clients, plants, products
to help them make quick decisions on sales
strategy for clients.

“PG Connect is changing
the way people interact,
and brings the company
closer to its customers
while aiming at creating a
new digital world that
is more sustainable,
reliable and efficient”

This pilot project is scheduled to wrap in
mid-October
and
may be rolled out
next year in several
regions working with
platform
provider
iGenius. It is one that is conceived and
managed by Carlotta Dainese and her team at the Prysmian’s
Digital Innovation Lab, set up in 2017 within the Digital Innovation
Department to find ways that digital technology can add to Prysmian’s
core business. The Lab is part of the Innovation Steering Committee
that was set up this year.

THE GOAL
FOR THE
FUTURE

The goal is to keep Prysmian in a leadership
position in a future where digital technology
will be part of every business, even a hardware
business like Prysmian’s.
Becoming a solution provider means adding a layer of software to its
current product offering. And that means using digital applications,
she says.
“Our goal is to become recognized in the world as a digital leader,”
she says. “We can do this in many ways: Improving the quality of our
products, or the performance of our plants, with digital solutions. Or
by getting closer to our clients by knocking down barriers with digital
technology.”
Robotic process automation, augmented
reality and image recognition are among
the tools being tested by Digital Innovation
Lab to help improve productivity by
harnessing data in offices and on the factory floor. The Lab works
transversally across all departments of the group to develop
medium- and long-term revenue generating projects that are
scalable across the company. It also works with Corporate
Hangar, an external accelerator partly owned by Prysmian
that supports the group’s innovation.

THE LAB'S
MISSION
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Its most recent project launch is PG Connect, an in-factory remote
collaboration system combining a state-of-the-art head-mounted
camera with a cloud-based extended collaboration software. After
connecting the headset to the Internet, the onsite user can interact
with remote colleagues in real time, sharing content (videos, pictures,
documents) and work instructions. PG Connect is now operative in
North America, Brazil, Italy, Northern Europe, Oman and Romania.
More locations such as Argentina, China, Australia, UK and South
Europe are planned to start PG Connect by the end of the year.
“PG Connect is changing the way people interact, and brings the
company closer to its customers while aiming at creating a new digital
world that is more sustainable, reliable and efficient,” says Carlotta
Dainese.
Factory data forms the basis for Predictive Quality, a project that was
successfully tested at the optical fibres plant in southern Italy and
will be extended to other optical fibres plants around the world. It
uses sophisticated statistical and artificial intelligence algorithms to
crunch data collected from the factory’s machines in order to predict
the quality of optical fibres cables increasing the plant performance.
This enables Prysmian to reduce scrap, optimize costs, optimize
procedures, and improve cable quality.
Next year the method, now implemented in a selected plant, may start
to be exported in other different plants using a replicable approach.

“What I like to do is keep pushing people to
think outside the box”, she says. “My goal is to
get people to change from ‘this is impossible’ to
‘let’s do it’.”
PRYSMIAN GROUP EDITORIAL STAFF
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FROM THE FAVELAS

to the land
of the tsars

Prysmian Group
Around the World

An interview with Russia CEO
Cristiana Scelza

"How my international

career helped me
understand diversity."
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“Diversity and inclusion is all
about being willing to put your
assumptions up for discussion.
When you travel, no matter
where you go, you must open
up and try to integrate – even
if you are the boss or the CEO –
or it won’t work.

W

e hear a lot about diversity and
inclusion, but what does it really
mean? For Cristiana Scelza, Prysmian
Russia CEO, it is simply a willingness to examine
her own habits and biases when she interacts with
colleagues and staff – something she learned from
working in India, Australia China, Brazil and now
Russia during her 23-year international career
at Prysmian.

Rybinsk

Moscow

Travel is certainly an effective way to learn about
diversity, and Prysmian offers opportunities for
international mobility to people like Cristiana who
want challenging new experiences for professional
growth overseas. At the same time, corporate
programs to promote diversity and inclusion
through structured mentoring and recruitment
policies like Prysmian’s Side by Side are also an
important way to combat bias no matter where you
live or work, she says.
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“We have made great strides, helped by the acquisition of General Cable
in 2018,” she says. “In 2016 only 6% of our executives were women,
and by 2019 we were already at 12%. We are aiming at 14-18% by 2022.
So we are going in the right direction. I see programs like these as a
‘necessary evil.’ No one wants to be offered a job simply to fill a quota.
But bias is so deeply ingrained – I notice it in myself as well! – that
these programs are an important way forward.”
When Cristiana joined Prysmian’s R&D
department with a degree in Chemistry
in 1997, there was no company-wide
mentoring or gender equality program
in place. She received informal mentoring from “two or three people” at
the company (then Pirelli Cables) she could call on to offer advice and
input, and says it was “the most important thing” to help her transition
from R&D to management, she says.

THE START AT
PRYSMIAN GROUP

Cristiana arrived in Russia as country manager in June 2019 after five
years in Brazil as BU SURF Brazil Director. She oversees production of
high- and low-voltage cables at the group’s factory in Rybinsk and the
country’s sales operations, with a total staff of about 230 people.
“For the next three-five years, our goal is to grow Russian market
share in both low and high voltage cables,” she says. Most recently,
her focus has been on protecting her staff from COVID-19 and running
the business as well as possible under lockdown, putting measures in
place one month before required by the Russian government. Cristiana
implemented smart working for office staff and took strict measures at
the Rybinsk plant to protect staff there by social distancing, temperature
checks and disinfecting the workspaces.
After so much travel and different job descriptions, Cristiana knows
Prysmian unlike few others. How would she explain what the company
does to a child, say, in the favelas of Rio de Janeiro?
PRYSMIAN GROUP EDITORIAL STAFF

“I like to think about the social impact of our work,”
she says. “I would tell them that Prysmian builds the
highways where electricity travels, allowing children
all over the world to have a house heated in winter and
cooler in summer, to have kindergartens and schools,
to be able to choose and actively contribute to build the
world we want.”
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Tracking the Future

Prysmian
Group launches
PG Connect
20
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As the world’s leader
in cable manufacturing,
Prysmian Group is
setting a new standard
for remote Field Service
collaboration with
its in-house project,
PG Connect.

T

he recent pandemic and subsequent travel
restrictions imposed by authorities are
focusing attention on the digitalization
of Field Service among manufacturing firms.
Connecting on-field operators to internal and
external experts is more important than ever.
PG Connect was created to meet this increasing
demand from customers for a more efficient,
sustainable and complete tool for extended
collaboration by using Augmented Reality
technology.

free operations and advanced collaboration features. After
connecting the RealWear HMT-1 headset to the Internet, the
onsite user can interact with remote colleagues
in real-time, by sharing content (videos,
pictures, documents), work instructions and
on-field location. This software-hardware
combination also enables highly interactive
functionalities, such as voice and remote
control of the device and outstanding
Augmented Reality features.

Developed by Prysmian Quality and
Digital Innovation Departments, in
partnership with Italy’s Engineering
Group (through OverIT - Engineering
Group’s subsidiary in Field Service
Management and Augmented Reality
solutions - and its SPACE1 Platform),
PG Connect offers cutting-edge technology in
both hardware and software.

A POWERFUL
COMBINATION
OF HARDWARE
AND SOFTWARE

“We are very excited to support Prysmian, helping them
redesign processes, building solutions and leveraging
frontier technologies that will continuously improve their
business,” said Pasquale Caso, Engineering Group’s Senior
Sales Manager.

By combining a state-of-the-art Head-mounted
camera system and a cloud-based extended
collaboration software, the solution allows hands-

21
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Prysmian Group set up its Digital Innovation
division in 2017. The team began working on
Augmented Reality applications in 2018 at its
Arco Felice submarine cables plant in Italy, with
the aim to improve safety,
provide training, and carry
out remote maintenance
activities. Due to the recent
COVID-19 emergency and
the booming request from customers to perform
remote testing activities, other plants in Northern
Europe adopted and improved this first solution to
overcome remote communication barriers.

ROLLING OUT
THE SOLUTION

"We are committed to design our tomorrow
to become a digital leader in our market,
by developing digital solutions that merge hardware
and software technologies", says Stefano Brandinali,
Prysmian Group Chief Digital Officer.

Beginning Q2 2020, Prysmian
Group has decided to build on
these local experiences and
develop a company-wide solution
with a global reach to serve its
customers and provide support to
internal operations.
PG Connect is now operative in many regions, like
North America, Brazil, Italy, Northern Europe and
Romania. More locations such as Argentina, China,
Oman and South Europe were scheduled to receive
the complete solution by the end of September. This
truly global approach will set a new standard in
the Group. Detailed training sessions are currently
being held to support the users in mastering the
solution. At the same time, a dedicated virtual
community has been set up and a strong network of
internal experts is now available to assist colleagues
all around the world.
“PG Connect is changing the way people interact,
and brings the company closer to its customers
while aiming at creating a new digital world that
is more sustainable, reliable and efficient,” said
Carlotta Dainese, head of Prysmian Group’s Digital
Innovation Lab.
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"We are committed
to design our
tomorrow to become
a digital leader in our
market, by developing
digital solutions that
merge hardware and
software technologies."
Stefano Brandinali
Prysmian Group Chief Digital Officer
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PG Connect is expected to set new rules of the game for the Group
Operations. Now, customers can perform testing activities remotely,
Prysmian technical and engineering experts from different locations
can easily share their knowledge and experience, and onsite operators
can seek help from colleagues on the other side of
the world, in real time. PG Connect removes the
need to travel from one site to another, bringing
Prysmian’s contribution to sustainability to a whole
new level.

matter experts,” said Giuseppe Pagnoni, Group
Product Quality Director.

PG Connect reduces the time
and the cost for product
innovation and makes the
company more responsive to
customers’ needs, by letting
technology and knowledge
to be freely and easily transferred across borders.
Reducing operations lead time and ensuring high
quality standards simultaneously, the project is
going to reshape the competitive arena, where
cost reduction can be combined with high quality
products.

BRINGING FIELD
SERVICE OPERATIONS
TO THE NEXT LEVEL

“Prysmian Group Connect is a much-appreciated step towards
process simplification, with an important impact on sustainability
and digitalization. It is a single secure enterprise solution to deliver
remote telepresence and services to customers and engineering
teams,” said Andrea Pirondini, Group Chief Operations Officer.
As Microsoft Teams has accelerated the recent shift to digital
technologies for remote collaboration in the office space, the SPACE1
technology adopted in the PG Connect solution is intended to change
the interaction between onsite workers and remote users.
“Our activities with customers and internal operations never stop. PG
Connect is key for ensuring business continuity and guaranteeing real
time support to local teams provided by an internal network of subject
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PG Connect is the first milestone in the development
of a broader Prysmian platform for delivering high
value digital services to our customers and internal
operations. An endless range of possibilities lies in
the digital future ahead of us, and Prysmian Group is
already working at the forefront to bring them to life.
PRYSMIAN GROUP EDITORIAL STAFF
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Prysmian Group has joined
the GRI Community to
further support this global
transparency effort,
helping lead industry
forward toward a more
sustainable future.

P

rysmian Group has become a member
of the GRI community, demonstrating
the group’s commitment to rigorous
standards of sustainability reporting because
of their importance as a tool to fighting climate
change.
GRI is the independent international organization,
based in Amsterdam with regional hubs around
the world, that provides the most widely used
sustainability reporting framework. The GRI
Standards represent global best practice for
communicating and understanding economic,

TRANSPARENT REPORTING
FOR A GLOBAL
SUSTAINABILITY EFFORT
environmental, and social impacts. Provided free
of charge, the GRI Standards enable transparent
reporting of sustainability activities. The adoption
of the GRI Standards helps any organization
identify risks and management, enhancing
dialogue with stakeholders, and increases the
efficiency of sustainability targets.
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In Germany, Prysmian Group is building an
underground electricity cable that will bring
renewable energy generated in the North Sea to
homes and factories in the industrial south.
Sustainability is fully integrated into Prysmian
Group’s business model, both in terms of its
products and its own environmental footprint.
Prysmian Group was included by Morgan Stanley
in the list of 30 global companies leading the
energy transition, which will see investments of
over €114 billion by 2030.
Prysmian’s key stakeholders say that one of their
top priorities is for the company to create cables
solutions that have sustainability benefits, like
for plants that generate renewable energy, smart

66

The GRI Community includes members from 66 countries worldwide
across 35 different industries that are shaping the future of
sustainability and reporting. GRI Community members benefit from
a global network of best practice and knowledge-sharing, obtaining
insights on the latest developments in sustainability reporting.

“Through GRI, Prysmian Group supports the
most rigorous global standards of transparency
in its sustainability reporting, which it regards
as an important part of its corporate strategy.”
Lorenzo Caruso
Corporate and Business Communication Director
at Prysmian Group
“We welcome Prysmian Group as a new member of the GRI
Community, our global network of organizations committed to
understanding, managing and disclosing their sustainability impacts,
informing decision-making that improves environmental, social and
financial outcomes.” says Array Sabine, Content Director Corporate &
Stakeholder Engagement at GRI.

countries worldwide members
of the GRI Community

The adoption of the
GRI Standards helps any
organization increase
the efficiency of
sustainability targets.

grids, and innovative solutions for the electrical
system. Prysmian commitment to improving the
sustainability of its production and organizational
processes is carried out through a series of 2022
targets, including a pledge for 2022 to decrease its
CO2 emissions by 2-3% and its energy consumption
by 3%.
In another sign of its sustainability commitment,
Prysmian Group has launched a new remuneration
policy that ties management bonuses to achieving
short- and medium-term sustainability objectives
in order to more closely integrate Environmental,
Social and Governance (ESG) issues into its
business strategies.
PRYSMIAN GROUP EDITORIAL STAFF
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Doing Business

A brief
history of

BENDBRIGHT
D

raka, currently part of the Prysmian
Group, first came up with the
concept of bend-insensitive fibres.
A ring of refractive glass material with a
lower index – an ‘optical trench’ – allows for
better light confinement, regardless of the
condition of the fibre. As a result, fibres can
be bent in unprecedented small radii without
significant loss.
This type of fibre is also very forgiving of any
imperfections during installation. Bend-Insensitive
cables can be used to make on-premise installations
easier, develop microcables, create lightweight high
fibre count cables for the outside plant, and realize
cables with very high fibre counts.
Of course, these advanced fibres would have
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been difficult to market if they couldn’t be used
with existing cable types and networks. Draka
were quick to realize this and had already been
experimenting with Slim Fibre, BendBright’s
predecessor, in 2000.
In 2005 the first patent related to BendBright
technology was filed. This patent specifically
mentions a backward compatibility requirement
(see box on page 29). BendBright was introduced
in 2005 as the standard fibre in all Draka Comteq
drop cables, followed by BendBright® XS in 2006.
A team of R&D experts from Draka (in Eindhoven,
The Netherlands and Marcoussis and Douvrin,
France) were the first to foresee that bend
insensitivity would be a key feature of future access
networks.

INSIGHT | Doing Business

When an optical fibre
cable is bent, light in the
outer part of its core is lost,
resulting in issues such as
signal deterioration. In
the early 2000s, ‘bendinsensitive’ single mode
fibre was introduced to
solve this, followed by
multimode fibre. Prysmian
was one of the first to
successfully develop and
market these solutions.
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Piet Matthijsse, now retired from Draka, suggested
this bend-insensitivity technical issue:
“I had worked for Dutch telecom incumbent KPN
which gave me a great understanding of the issues
cable users faced. I had seen there was often no
alternative but to bend or twist fibres in large
buildings. We had also experimented with adding

SPECS

A unique
product
\ Bend-sensitive fibre
\ Trench-assisted design
\ Fully in line with ITU-T
recommendation G.652.D
\ Fibre radii as low as

7.5 mm

fibre to the local loop. That provided an opportunity to see which
difficulties installers would typically encounter.”
Louis-Anne de Montmorillon, now at Prysmian Group Fibre R&D in
Douvrin, France, solved the technical challenge: “I had already been
working in fibre design for some years and was able to adapt the trench
concept to standard single mode fibres, in order to reduce bend losses
by a factor of ~100 without impacting the other characteristics. This
allowed for full compliance with the single mode fibre type, which was
already installed worldwide in vast quantities.”
A key challenge involving the R&D teams in Marcoussis and
Douvrin was ensuring all relevant standards were met. For example,
the mode-field diameter of the fibre had to be large enough not to
introduce splice and incoupling losses, and the higher-order modes
had to be contained to avoid interference with the fundamental
mode and preserve ‘single-modeness’. A unique bend-insensitive
fibre with a trench-assisted design was developed, fully in line with
ITU-T recommendation G.652.D of standard single mode fibres for
compatibility with the installed base. Bending characteristics were
made compatible with the newly introduced ITU-T recommendation
G.657. Even at fibre radii as low as 7.5mm, fibre lifetime was not a
concern.
After successful tests, the new optimized product was presented
at the European Conference on Optical Communications, ECOC,
in September 2006 and two months later at the 55th International
Wire & Cable Symposium. Product and process developments lead to
multiple follow-up patents related to further improvements and finetuning. Draka was asked critical questions regarding cable durability,
but had carried out plenty of tests and could convincingly explain
lifetime would not be an issue.

“We soon saw that using these bend-insensitive
fibres in connectivity products such as ODFs, splice
closures and wall boxes meant that less space was
needed for components, which is very important
in FTTH networks with its high fibre densities.
The robustness of the fibre made it possible to save
great deal of money on installation and helped
avoid rework. The market didn’t take a great deal
of convincing. People immediately understood the
benefits and sales were excellent right from the
start.”
Frans Gooijer, Marianne Bigot, Pierre Sillard,
Louis-Anne de Montmorillon
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FROM THE BENDBRIGHT PATENT APPLICATION:

“There is (…) a need for a transmission fibre with which it is possible to meet the criteria
of the G.652 standard, i.e. which can be given commercial use in transmission systems
of the FTTH or FTTC type, and which shows both reduced bending losses and reduced
micro bending losses. In FTTH or FTTC applications, fibres are subjected to higher
bending and micro bending stresses than in long-haul transmission applications.
Indeed, in FTTH or FTTC applications, overlengths
of fibres are generally wound in increasingly
miniaturized storage boxes; moreover the fibre
will be subject to significant bending stresses
related to the environment of its installation.”

Piet Matthijsse graduated in Electrical Engineering
at the Eindhoven University of Technology in
1971. After completing his PhD
in Fourier Optics at Leuven
University he worked on optical
fibre and network technology
at KPN Research and Philips Optical Fibre where
he worked on PCVD fibre production product and
process development. In 1991 Piet joined KPN
Network Development and in 2001, Draka Comteq
Optical Fibre.

PIET
MATTHIJSSE

Louis-Anne de Montmorillon received his
engineering diploma from the Institut d'Optique
Graduate School in 1993, and a Ph.D. in Physics
from the University
of Paris-Sud in 1997.
Since then, he has been
working in the field of
optical fibres for communications, first at Alcatel,
then at Draka, and now at Prysmian Group in the
Fibre R&D department in Douvrin, France. He
has been involved in the design, development and
deployment of new fibres for FTTx and long-haul
applications. Louis-Anne has published over 50
papers and has been granted more than 50 patents.

LOUIS-ANNE DE
MONTMORILLON
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Nine Months 2020, improvement in Q3

Responding
forcefully to the
impact of Covid-19

Results improved in Q3. Strong resilience of the Energy business.
Positive performance of Renewables and On-shore Wind in North America.
Margins improved in Q3, thanks to the business mix and cost containment.
Positive performance of the Energy business in Q3, with margin recovery of the
Submarine business.
Net Financial Debt continued to improve, thanks to the strong cash generation:
€617M Free Cash Flow over the past 12 months.

CONFIRMING FY 2020 GUIDANCE UPDATED FOLLOWING THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC:

€800-850 M

€200-300 M

Adjusted EBITDA
expected range

Free Cash Flow
expected range
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Our results for the first nine months of
2020 confirm Prysmian Group’s
resilience in response to the
extremely negative effects of the
Covid-19 pandemic. Particular mention
should be made of the recovery of the
organic sales trend in the third quarter
across almost all business areas, but
especially in Energy.
The results at the level of
profitability show even greater
resilience, with stable margins even in
the comparison between the first nine
months of 2020 and 2019 and with
improvement in the third quarter.

SALES

for the first nine months of 2020 were
€7,488 million, -9.4% organic change
compared to the same period 2019
(excluding the Projects segment).
For Q3 2020, organic sales
performance showed improvement
(-5.2% compared to Q3 2019,
excluding the Projects segment), which
confirms the resilience and solidity
of the organisation and the valid
measures taken to cope with the effects
of the Covid-19 pandemic.

ADJUSTED EBITDA

at €647 million (€773 million
in the first nine months of 2019),
with an essential resilience of margins
(ratio of adjusted EBITDA to Sales at
8.6% vs 8.9%). Profitability improved
in Q3, with a ratio of Adjusted EBITDA
to Sales of 9.1% compared to 9.0% in
Q3 2019.

The integration with General Cable,
which we regard as completed, and
which has created a Group with a more
balanced geographical presence and an
integrated product portfolio, generating
synergies of €175 million, contributed
to the stability of the business and the
company’s financial solidity. The situation
remains critical in all geographical
areas, yet on the basis of the results as
of 30 September we can confirm, with
confidence, our targets for the entire
year as updated following the
outbreak of the pandemic.

NET FINANCIAL DEBT

at €2,669 million, improving thanks
to the strong cash generation capacity,
with LTM Free Cash Flow at €617
million in the 12 months from October
2019 to September 2020

Valerio Battista
Chief Executive
Officer
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